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The discovery of new active compounds is a big challenge for pharmaceutical research when
differential response can be expected, like for oncology compounds. Here, we propose a
method to analyse screening studies on oncology compound libraries on several tumor cell
lines. The task is threefold. First, subsets of compounds that reveal some very distinct tumor
growth inhibition profiles need to be identified . Second, cell lines need to be classified as either
responding or not responding to the specific compounds. And third, baseline gene expression
is used to differentiate responding from non-responding tumors in order to discover genetic signatures of response. This task is equivalent to simultaneous clustering of the compounds and
cell lines in order to find groups of compounds that are active on responder cell lines and inactive on non-responder cell lines. We propose a method based on finite components mixture
models to find clusters of compounds that are active on responder cell lines and inactive on
non-responder cell lines. In addition, we suggest using supervised principal components and
activity region finder to discover genetic signatures of response from baseline gene expression
of the cell lines.
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